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All about tomorrow ;-)
17 and August 2, 1945. The palace is

Castle of Cecilienhof

now a museum and Hotel.
Schloss

Cecilienhof

is

in

the

Northern part of the New Gardens in

Alexandrowka

Potsdam. It was the last palace built
by the Hohenzollern family. Kaiser

Alexandrowka is the Russian Colony

Wilhelm II of Germany built it for

in the north of Potsdam. It consists

Fig. Cecilienhof

out of thirteen wooden houses in
Russian style, which were built
between 1826 and 1827 on special
Fig. Alexandrowka

his son Crown Prince Wilhelm of
Germany and the crown prince's
wife

Duchess

Cecilie

of

Mecklenburg-Schwerin. The house
was designed by Paul SchultzeNaumburg to look like an English
Tudor country house and was built
between 1914 and 1917.
Cecilienhof was the location of the
Potsdam Conference between July

wish of the former Prussian king,
Friedrich Wilhelm III. Originally the
colony was the home of the Russian
singers

of

the

First

Regiment of the Guards.

Prussian

After lunch the students had

Tropical Islands
Tropical feelings and a warm breeze

to form eight teams to again compete
against each other in a jungle rallye.
Fig. Preparation for the rallye

in their face, that is what most of the
students first felt when they arrived
Fig. Arrival

But now no medals were to win and
fun was the only aim for this
challenge. The rallye consisted of 4

at Tropical Islands.
Having just finished the practical
tests, this day of free activity was
heartily welcomed. So the students
(and guides…) were happy about
having enough time to do whatever

different parts in which not the
theoretical

knowledge

but

the

sportive capabilities took the centre
stage. First of all a course had to be
completed in a “3-leg-run” where
two competitors where bound to

they want until lunch.
Fig. relaxing guides

each other on their legs. Afterwards
a second course has to be done on a
playing ground and a third in the
water, each as a relay. The fourth
part was some kind of theatre where
every team was asked to promote
themselves in a small play or to

build a human pyramid. For each of

pool in Tropical Islands.

Fig. magic show

these parts an independent jury gave
points and afterwards declared all
the teams winners.

Fig. Forming teams

The magician spirits ladies away and
let them reappear and did many very
spectacular tricks. There was also an
acrobat who showed various figures
The day ended with a very nice
magic-show on the South-Sea-stage
which was located at two small
islands amidst the biggest swimming

in combination with handstands on
columns. All in all it has been a very
exciting day for all of us on the one
hand but also a relaxing day.
Fig. Who is the winner?

Info
Bus Departure:
Please watch the clipboard for
exact plan of bus departure

March 31th

Happy Birthday
Wilfried Wentorf, Member of the
organisation-team

Please keep in mind that
you don’t return to the
hotel between lunch and
Closing Ceremony.

